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ABSTRACT. The article deals with peculiarities of leadership in pedagogical education in the unity of 
two processes – humanization and technologization of education. Its aim is to show that their unity 
cannot be a dilemma, the same as the relationship between upbringing and education cannot be a d i-
lemma either. This relationship is basically a dichotomy. It is revealed in the complex controversial 
unity of two aspects of the common process of development aimed at establishment of the leading sta-
tus of pedagogical education. 
In contrast to the traditional approaches, the leadership of this education is considered in the framework of 
a cluster model of its functioning and is described on the experience of the USPU activity as the center of 
the Regional pedagogical cluster. This position of the University rests on its self-efficiency, concentration 
on its site of the components of the system of training specialists for all levels of education and all types of 
schools. It is the main goal of the basic and additional education, various forms of professional ad-
vancement of pedagogues, and continuing education. 
The institutional approach to leadership is accompanied by the analysis of the problems under study on the 
personality level. Here, the dichotomy of interaction between humanization and technologization in peda-
gogical education is revealed via the activity of its subjects. The personality of the administrator of the lead-
ing industrial higher education institution should combine administrative and professional leadership. The 
notion of the “modern leader” is further specified; we also determine the peculiarities of his/her role be-
havior associated with decision making and goal achievement. The problems of revealing and developing 
the leadership properties of future teachers are looked upon from the point of view their interests and 
readiness to carry out professional activity presupposing the need to discover and use the leadership poten-
tial of their future pupils. The contemporary graduates of pedagogical higher education institutions face fu-
ture work with a generation far from being simple, who do not only master new knowledge and technolo-
gies in a different manner but also possess a different set of life values. The practice of realization of leader-
ship programs, organization of pedagogical classes and pedagogical internship enhances interest towards 
the pedagogical profession and reinforces the corresponding motivation. 
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ГУМАНИЗАЦИЯ И ТЕХНОЛОГИЗАЦИЯ ЛИДЕРСТВА В ПЕДАГОГИЧЕСКОМ ОБРАЗОВАНИИ: ДИЛЕММА ИЛИ 
ДИХОТОМИЯ? 
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ства; дихотомия гуманизации; дихотомия технологизации. 
АННОТАЦИЯ. В статье рассматриваются особенности лидерства в педагогическом образовании в 
единстве двух процессов – гуманизации и технологизации образования. Ее цель – показать, что их 
связь не может быть дилеммой, как не может быть таковой связь воспитания и обучения. Это взаи-
мосвязь по своему характеру является дихотомической. Она проявляется в сложном, противоречи-
вом единстве двух сторон единого процесса развития, направленного на утверждение лидерского 
статуса педагогического образования.  
В отличие от традиционных подходов лидерство этого образования рассматривается в рамках кла-
стерной модели его функционирования и раскрывается на опыте деятельности УрГПУ в качестве 
центра регионального педагогического кластера. Эта позиция университета обеспечивается его 
самодостаточностью, сосредоточением на своей площадке компонентов системы подготовки 
кадров для всех уровней образования и всех типов школ. На это направлены основное и дополни-
тельное образование, разнообразные формы повышения квалификации педагогических работни-
ков, непрерывное образование. 
Институциональный подход к лидерству дополняется анализом выделенных проблем на личност-
ном уровне. Здесь дихотомическое взаимодействие гуманизации и технологизации в педагогиче-
ском образовании раскрывается через деятельность его субъектов. В личности руководителя отрас-
левого вуза сочетаются лидерство административное и профессиональное. Уточняется содержание 
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понятия «современный лидер», выделены особенности его ролевого поведения, связанного с при-
нятием и реализацией решений. Проблемы выявления и развития лидерских качеств студентов пе-
дагогического вуза рассматриваются с точки зрения их интереса и готовности к специфическому 
виду труда, частью которого является необходимость выявлять и использовать лидерский потенци-
ал своих воспитанников. Нынешним выпускникам педагогического вуза предстоит работа с непро-
стым поколением, которое не только по-иному овладевает новыми знаниями и технологиями, но 
отличается иной совокупностью жизненных ценностей. Практика реализации лидерских программ, 
организации педагогических классов, педагогической интернатуры повышает интерес к профессии 
педагога, учителя, усиливает соответствующую мотивацию.  
here is not a single sphere of the life 
of society or form of social activity in 
which the phenomenon of leadership would be 
missing. And there is no area of humanitarian 
and scientific knowledge in which its various 
manifestations would fail to attract attention as 
an object of theoretical and, more often than 
not, applied research. Their results are demon-
strated by a broad source study database. 
Theoretical, methodological and practical 
issues in general, and in education in particu-
lar, have been studied in detail. The scholars 
have worked out model and leadership style 
typologies, determined leadership functions, 
roles and personality traits, put forward their 
possible classifications in accordance with the 
leader’s status in a certain community, the con-
tent and nature of activity, its orientation and 
other parameters. And different conceptual-
theoretical approaches often contradicting 
each other and involving choice have been 
used. There is no use trying to reproduce the 
whole conceptual fund because any aspect of 
leadership already described may be further 
characterized by a new set of properties, roles, 
styles and functions the necessity of which can 
be easily proved. 
This fund was on demand and thoroughly 
investigated by a creative group of scholars and 
pedagogues of the Ural State Pedagogical Uni-
versity (USPU) in the early 90s of the 20th cen-
tury who showed interest towards the prob-
lems of leadership in education and realized it 
in cooperation with the colleagues from the 
USA Northeastern Illinois University [11]. The 
results of the activities undertaken by the co-
hort of scholars are still urgent; and it seems 
strange at times that the contradictions, prob-
lems and programs of development of the lead-
ership potential in education necessary for 
their solution outlined a quarter of a century 
back in time, should be urgent now.  
It is worthwhile to mention that during the 
first stage of our partnership with foreign col-
leagues, we had to explain why our higher edu-
cation institution is called a pedagogical uni-
versity. The USA, the same as many European 
countries, realize an academic model of train-
ing pedagogues on the basis of education the 
students get while doing bachelor or master’s 
degree courses. The Russian industrial model 
of education has deep historical roots and is 
predominant. In the last third of the 19th centu-
ry Europe, say in Germany and France, there 
were pedagogical colleges or lyceums which 
were either reorganized into professional uni-
versities or closed and then reopened after 
some time when practically needed. 
The issues of leadership which have been 
looked at over the last decades of reformation 
and modernization of education in our country 
include those which are actualized by the mod-
ern stage of development of the sphere in ques-
tion. Pedagogical education has not been 
placed in the focus of attention accidentally. 
The level of development of education on the 
whole depends on its quality, which deter-
mines the total index of the human potential. 
One of such problems consists in the fact 
that the development of pedagogical educa-
tion itself is connected with the perspectives 
and the corresponding development strategy 
of the Russian society in general. At least 
four scenarios have been “made public”: 
“stable development”, “catch-up develop-
ment”, “leadership in development” and 
“particular way development”. 
Stability and constancy are still on the lev-
el of hopes and aspirations. The conception of 
a particular way development originates from 
our belief in our singularity (uniqueness), es-
pecially when something planned goes wrong. 
The variant of the leading position in the pro-
gress towards the common future has been 
voiced by the public authorities but is subject 
to doubt in public opinion and in various dis-
courses, including scholarly ones. The reason 
lies in the degree of our lagging behind which 
is not only due to the amount of problems of 
the past but also depends on their accumula-
tion in the present: lagging behind in the new 
fields (nanotechnologies, nanocomposites, 
gene engineering), in the sphere of information 
technologies and in the infrastructural organi-
zation of everyday life and social sphere. 
The remaining way – that of catch-up de-
velopment – is more probable; many countries 
such as Japan, Singapore, South Korea, Thai-
land and China passed through this stage in 
the late 20th century borrowing scientific and 
technological experience from most developed 
states, attracting investment capital and trans-
forming the whole infrastructure. This more 
preferable variant does not mean simple imita-
T 
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tion of what others have done. It needs new re-
search, invitation of the leading specialists 
from other countries and does not exclude the 
chance to take these countries over in the areas 
where there are resources, real novelty and 
“breakthrough into the future”. 
Should we regard pedagogical education in 
the context of the future, we believe that it is 
this branch of education that presupposes the 
development on the model of leadership. In the 
field of education, it functions as a leader – as a 
locomotive that pulls, as a compass that shows 
the way, and as a barometer that predicts. 
Another problem is connected with the 
degree to which this very model of develop-
ment of pedagogical education is efficient and 
supported by real experience. We proceed from 
the assumption that industrial specificity exists 
in the functioning of leadership. In the given 
case it is salient in the meanings, content pur-
pose of activity on the institutional and per-
sonal levels. 
This specificity has been covered in psycho-
pedagogical literature [3; 12; 24], philosophy 
and sociology of education, culturology and law 
studies [5; 6; 7; 11; 14; 16; 23] at length. 
The specificity of the institute of pedagogi-
cal education consists in the fact that it trains 
pedagogical personnel for the system of gen-
eral and professional education, including 
higher education, for other segments of social 
sphere, as well as pedagogues for itself; i.e. “it 
may be rightfully termed a rare case of self-
regenerating system” [6; p. 60]. Such educa-
tion is early to demonstrate new approaches 
and technologies in education and develop-
ment of young generations, and the new scien-
tific knowledge is matched to the new school 
demands and the pupils’ age peculiarities and 
turns into “educational knowledge” [6; p. 60]. 
More and more often, culture becomes the 
key word for understanding and settlement of 
disputes about the priority of education, devel-
opment, upbringing, formation and maturation 
of personality. It is the culture of leadership, 
the culture of university environment that 
characterizes its industrial specificity and 
makes it possible to avoid both professional 
amateurishness (knowing something about 
everything) and excessive pedagogization in 
and out of class, which may result in “profes-
sional tunnel vision”. 
It should be noted that we are not speak-
ing about culture it the broad sense of the 
word – not about everything created by man’s 
thought and labor, not about everything “culti-
vated” by him. According to the modern and 
classical dictionaries, the term “vozdelyvat' – 
cultivate” is not used with reference to man. 
Vladimir Dal’s dictionary has other words – 
“vzrastit', vzrashchivat' – grow” [V. 3; p. 200], 
used about the stages of development, growth 
and maturity of man. It means literally “to 
grow in one’s youth, to reach gradually full 
height, strength, and maturity, get close to 
complete physical development …”; and in or-
der to achieve it, it is necessary to “take pains 
to bring up the child, to satisfy the needs of the 
young immature human being, to teach him 
and to imbue him with moral properties and to 
reinforce them [Ibid.]. 
Hence comes the idea about the synthesis 
of upbringing and teaching at various stages 
of personal phylogenesis from infancy to old 
age. Modern scholars single out from five to a 
dozen such stages. And hence comes the con-
clusion about the institute of pedagogical edu-
cation as a specific form of organization of ac-
tivity aimed at training workers for all levels 
and forms of education capable of shaping 
human personality. 
Not only pedagogical colleges, lyceums, 
institutes and universities but also classical 
universities and higher education institutions 
of non-pedagogical profile realizing general 
education programs and modules take part in 
the regional system of training such specialists. 
Thus, the regional cluster of pedagogical edu-
cation is formed [9; 13; 19]. 
The cluster model ensures: 
1) leadership in educational programs (it 
is the educational programs which are more 
adequate to the modern requirements, meet 
the expectations of employers and the needs of 
regional development and are based on the 
systemic analysis of the demand of pedagogical 
personnel in the region that are offered); 
2) leadership in scientific programs (the 
research orientation and the activity of scien-
tific schools realize the tasks of implementa-
tion of innovations in education); 
3) leadership in socio-cultural programs 
(enhances integration and interaction between 
agencies for the development of the cultural-
educational space of a city/region/country); 
4) leadership in professional programs 
(guarantees training students in pedagogical 
areas for higher education institutions of non-
pedagogical profiles realizing the tasks of the 
professional standard of the secondary school 
or higher education institution pedagogue). 
What makes it possible for an industrial 
pedagogical higher education institution to be 
the leader and the focus of such a cluster? The 
USPU experience of activity as the regional site 
on the topic “Innovative Cluster Models of de-
velopment of Pedagogical Education” showed 
that it became possible only due to the fact that 
for the 80 years of its history the university has 
always been consistent in its pursuit of the 
strategy of development under the modern 
conditions which are far from being simple: 
а) ensures the cluster functioning as a spe-
cial medium for interaction and cooperation on 
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its site of education institutions of various levels 
and pedagogues for realization of the ideas of 
innovative development of the territory; 
б) guarantees continuity in the systemic 
functioning of the education levels “school – 
secondary professional education – higher ed-
ucation institution – post-graduate education” 
on the basis of new models and networking; 
в) allows solving organization problems of 
interaction inside the education system embrac-
ing all its levels from career education at schools 
and in mass media, pedagogical classes, peda-
gogical internship, professional advancement 
courses to post-graduate training and retraining; 
г)  makes it possible to use the uniform 
information environment in the field of educa-
tion and upbringing on the basis of the modern 
level of technologization and digitalization of 
this sphere; 
д) makes a considerable contribution to 
formation of the modern regional elite – intel-
lectual, informational, cultural and political. 
The sum total of all opportunities men-
tioned above and realized in practice is not a 
simple declaration. It is treated in the life of 
the USPU as a condition of realization of the 
ideas built in the strategy of development of 
Sverdlovsk Oblast and has a general bias to-
wards improving efficiency of the system of 
training pedagogues with a stable motivation 
to pedagogical activity and self-realization in 
the sphere of education. 
Pedagogical classes, pedagogical intern-
ship and the resource center “Civil-patriotic 
Education of Students” have become elements 
of such system. The structural divisions of the 
Office of the First Deputy Rector – Deputy 
Rector for Academic Activity, Prof. S.A. Minu-
rova and, in particular, the Laboratory of Re-
gional Educational Projects headed by Prof. 
I.Y. Murzina supervise and expand this sphere 
of activity [see the section “Open Pedagogical 
University” on the site ural-patrius.ru]. 
Pedagogical classes are part of the pro-
gram of additional education for schoolchil-
dren motivating them towards further self-
realization in the pedagogical profession. 
These graduate classes or forms are targeted 
at support of the purposive pedagogical orienta-
tion of the pupils and formation of stable interest 
to this activity. They also reveal the degree of 
suitability for such activity with the help of mod-
ern techniques and technologies. The work in 
this direction needs expansion of partner rela-
tionships with municipal bodies. It would not 
have been possible to open about ten such clas-
ses on commercial basis in such a short time 
without their support. The given form demon-
strates once again that the development of 
communication and other leadership properties 
urgent for self-realization in the system “man – 
man” should be stimulated at an earlier age. 
The degree of formation of not only inter-
est and preparation but also of capability to 
work in the profession after graduation may be 
evaluated by pedagogical internship. The 
term is clear enough, though it is conventional 
to some extent: in is not contained in the Law 
on Education, and post-graduate medical in-
ternship as an on-the-job practice is well in the 
past. At our university it is an educational pro-
gram including a system of practices (on-the-
job training) on the base of partner-schools for 
third-year bachelors in the educational field of 
“Education and Pedagogical Sciences”. 
The goal of the project is to bring the 
structure, content and training technologies 
into compliance with the adopted standard of 
the pedagogue and the new federal standards 
of school education. It is being realized in the 
format of the basic educational program – an 
optional theoretical course and the alterna-
tive form of live practice during the school 
year. A parallel model of theoretical and prac-
tical training at the place of work allows 
forming professional thinking and profes-
sional competences in the unity of knowledge 
(university competence) and process-based 
(school competence) components of educa-
tion. So to speak, each student can try out the 
way he feels in the school situation and see if 
he will succeed in it. The relationships with 
tutors and colleagues will help him also in his 
future employment. 
These examples are not meant to demon-
strate our victories and achievements but to 
show heuristic opportunities of using modern 
technologies in the practice of pedagogical ed-
ucation taking into account not only their nov-
elty but also their variability. 
The cluster model of organization of edu-
cational space allows building interaction be-
tween its subjects of various levels and evaluat-
ing the process of ite development in terms of 
humanization and technologization. Under-
standing these processes often needs avoiding 
simplified thinking on the principle of di-
lemma – the choice of the kind “either…or” 
between opposites. The public opinion is 
demonstrated this style in numerous debates, 
talk shows and discourses via mass media in 
which we are sure to see character oppositions 
like own – alien, kind – vicious, patriot – ca-
lumniator, retrograde – modernist, etc. 
Technologization of education inevita-
ble in the information society has been added 
to the tasks of its humanization and hu-
manitarization (in terms of in-depth train-
ing in the study of man and society, and devel-
opment of moral, historical, linguistic and 
communicative culture) in discussions about 
reformation and modernization of education; 
they often began to be compared and opposed 
on the principle of dilemma. 
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As the country enters market economy and 
education is more and more often treated as a 
service, there appeared a dilemma “humaniza-
tion or commercialization”. Ever new choices are 
talked about: “humanization or cyborgization” 
and “humanization or digitalization”. 
There can be no simplifications in pedagog-
ical education by definition, because teaching 
and upbringing (let us remember “cultivation of 
personality”) are two aspects of the united edu-
cational process. Even super modern technolog-
ical means necessary for its optimization can 
have goals other than a little or grown up per-
son, fully valuable, self-valuable and free per-
sonality. They are connected with each other in 
a dichotomy of goals and means or content and 
form: as bifurcation of one whole when one as-
pect is impossible without the other one. They 
must be balanced and harmonized. The same as 
technologization has no right to become inhu-
man, humanization, in its turn, cannot be ab-
stract and technologically unsupported. 
One more problem of leadership may be 
considered from the point of view of the corre-
sponding potential of representatives of those 
groups which are subjects of interaction in the 
institute of pedagogical education: representa-
tives of administration, lecturers, students of 
all levels, teachers, school headmasters and 
leaders of the structures interested in the out-
comes of this education. 
It is easier to start with the university rec-
tor whose status presupposes a normative set 
of functions which is reproduced both from the 
outside, from the upper structures, and inside 
the institution, and is connected with the hier-
archy of authority. His or her leadership is a 
synonym of administration and management 
which needs integration of the leadership func-
tions aimed at creation of interior environment 
safe in all respects, resource provision, health 
protection of students and personnel, organi-
zation of the working team, stimulation of its 
activity, etc. 
The rector has to carry out a whole list of 
management practices in order to establish re-
lationships with workers of various categories, 
to get on with the people no matter how differ-
ent they might be in disposition and interests. 
It seems to be common knowledge that the 
practice of interaction and cooperation is best 
organized on the mechanism of trust and un-
derstanding the urgency of common actions 
and ability to learn from others. 
When conflict situations arise in the pro-
cess of management of a certain institution due 
to lack of trust and mutual understanding in its 
cognitive (knowing who, what and why is to do 
something) and empathic (“why can’t you put 
yourself in my place”) meanings, the leaders 
has to use not only authority but pedagogical 
resources as well. 
The mechanism of trust presupposes the 
existence of mutual responsibility. Responsi-
bility of the leader of a pedagogical higher edu-
cation institution is multilevel: he or she is re-
sponsible for the fate of other members of the 
team but also for the fates of “special” learners 
who are themselves going to educate people, 
determine the fates of children, learners, stu-
dents and whole generations entering life. That 
is why administrative leadership is inevitably 
associated with professional one, with authori-
ty potential and mechanisms of influence – fol-
lowing suit [22]. 
The sets of leadership properties of a per-
son with administrative functions and a pro-
fessional without them include many common 
competences obligatory for both of them, but 
there are also differing ones. For example, 
there is a skill of one of them to create a team 
on the basis of extensive and prospective think-
ing, and deep involvement in a subject area 
and creative independence of the other. Never-
theless, the leader of a higher education insti-
tution needs a combination of administrative 
properties with the competence as a specialist 
in the sphere he manages. 
It would be useful to recall that function-
ing of the USPU in the mode of development, 
the collective’s work for the future have been 
possible over many decades because its rectors 
have always been professional in their fields 
which allowed them taking and carrying out 
correct decisions in the whole history of the 
university. And the leader’s personality in en-
suring efficiency has played the decisive role, 
which was even bigger than that of a well orga-
nized structure. 
Under contemporary conditions, the uni-
versity – leader of the cluster of pedagogical 
education, still manages to be proactive and 
work for the future realizing the Development 
Strategy and the Program of Activity up to 
2020 supported by a complex of special pur-
pose programs in all areas of activity [8; 10; 15; 
20; 21]. The rector has many instruments used 
for decision making and control of their im-
plementation. First of all, they include clear cut 
allocation of powers between administrative 
structures – the academic council, the rector, 
departments of law, personnel, organization 
and normative documentation support of ad-
ministrative activity, general meeting, etc. 
There is a Road Map that designates the com-
plex of tasks for each stage of the Program im-
plementation up to 2020 and determines re-
source provision and chances of interior and 
exterior risks. Annual monitoring the achieve-
ment of parameters for each activity area 
aimed at obligatory correction of current plans 
is also presupposed and carried out. 
For the instrument to be fully operational, 
it needs the leader’s daily supervision of the 
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work of the heads of all segments of admin-
istration from the point of view of their work-
ing capacity, responsibility, initiative and read-
iness for changes. Without such team it would 
be next to impossible for the modern leader to 
carry out any reformation urgent for imple-
mentation of new requirements, especially if 
they concern structural changes the im-
portance of which should be evident to every 
actor involved in them. 
Theoretically, he or she must know how to 
do everything: predict, design, model, moti-
vate, control, punish and pardon … Make deci-
sions which would be predictable, balanced, 
well-grounded, and non-controversial and do it 
quickly, as the time of high speed demands. It 
becomes difficult, especially when moderniza-
tion innovations are incomplete and question-
able, and when the normative documentation, 
standards and regulations treat any change as 
radical, cardinal, full-scale, etc. 
One of such rather pessimistic docu-
ments – “Conception of the Federal Special 
Purpose Program of Development of Education 
in 2016–2020” [10] contains a warning that if 
such “cardinal” changes have not been 
achieved by 2018 and if the project-purpose-
based approach does not replace the program-
purpose-based one, our education will surpris-
ingly “fall behind the developed countries …”. 
It means that it is not yet behind? What does 
radicalism in changes have to do with it? And 
what leadership decisions are required to pre-
vent falling behind? What does the rector of 
such university as USPU where the project ap-
proach has become a function of administra-
tive structures, and where there is a laboratory 
of regional education projects have to do? The 
university answers all these questions and 
challenges by its whole activity. 
Employing the practice of fast and radical 
changes, the rector of a university working on 
the scenario of leadership development and 
doing it in a proactive, step-by-step manner, 
nevertheless, runs the risk of turning out not 
modern enough. 
What does it mean “to be modern”, and 
“modern enough” at that? There is a common 
belief that it means to take part in continuous 
modernization of one’s sphere of activity which 
has lasted for almost two decades. And the rec-
tor of a higher education institution – a loco-
motive in this process – will always be mod-
ern. Especially so if he manages, for the sake of 
strengthening the link between science and 
business, to be both a manager and marketolo-
gists without stopping being a scientist. And if 
he would adopt not only modern vocabulary 
but also practices and would master hudgeting, 
targeting, benchmarketing, and fundraising, 
and learn to fight simulacra and simulation, his 
success is guaranteed. 
I beg your pardon for being a little ironi-
cal, but let us turn our attention to etymologi-
cal details and fuzziness of the notion “mod-
ern” itself. There are two words to define the 
types of modern leadership: modern (mean-
ing new, other) and contemporary (modern, 
simultaneous, taking place at present). Both 
terms fail to provide an attributive characteris-
tic of leadership but only denote its connection 
with an epoch and stages of its development 
which determine its properties. 
Leader of the epoch of modernity meets 
the requirements of the social system which 
emerged during the period of construction of 
national states and industrial culture. Leader-
pedagogue in the classical sense of the word is 
the bearer and translator of knowledge and 
cultural values and immutable authority; his 
self-development is determined through self-
education in the classical spheres as well. 
Leader of the epoch of contemporary meets 
the requirements of the “current modernity”, 
functions as a facilitator ready to listen to and 
to hear his students; his main assets are self-
development and creativity, towards which he 
also strives in those whose fates are trusted 
him. They cannot be compared in the dilemma 
“better – worse” and make a matter of choice; 
their typology is determined by the epoch. 
The dictionary by V. Dal contains no notion 
of “modern” or “modernism” which are used in 
modern languages mostly with reference to art, 
fashion and style. A most brilliant painter-
modernist may be called an outstanding creator, 
or even genius, but not a leader; at best, he may 
be referred to as Teacher. The notion of “fash-
ion” is found in the classical dictionary of Rus-
sian. It is defined as a temporary interest in a 
certain domain. It also contains the word “con-
temporary” which is defined as simultaneous; 
hence “a contemporary” is only a person living 
at the same time with us [V. 4, p. 256]. 
In this sense, leaders in the sphere of poli-
ty, business, culture and health protection may 
have reformers and retrogrades, conservatives 
and reformers, tradition keepers and innova-
tors among their contemporary peers. Their re-
lationships even within one sphere range and 
are realized from peace to war. 
The degree of modernity of a leader is 
reached when, keeping up with the times, from 
the height of his status, he heads the process of 
modernization in the sphere entrusted to him, 
and realizes innovations as a futurist with a 
clear image of the future in his head. And he 
does not throw the traditions which have been 
formed in the practice of pedagogical educa-
tion and the efficiency of which has been cor-
roborated by the university’s way of life “over-
board from the ship of modernity”. 
Let us give an example from the experience 
of the USPU where the initiative project “Peda-
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gogical Dynasties” has been worked out and re-
alized over a number of years. It played an im-
portant role in terms of continuity of genera-
tions in pastoral activity inside the university 
and in raising the prestige and attractiveness of 
the pedagogical profession at the time of choice 
of the way of self-determination by young peo-
ple after completing secondary education. 
It is worthwhile to go back to it and con-
sider the effect of dynasty in a new light – as a 
social mobility resource and as a means of pro-
fessional identification, of comparison of the 
levels of identity of different generations of a 
dynasty. Identification of oneself as belonging 
to a group or feeling oneself a part of it de-
pends on the social well-being, on the person’s 
awareness of his position in the professional 
group and the place the group itself occupies in 
society at a given stage of development. 
The first evident outcomes of the begin-
ning of the digital era testify to a gap in the 
continuity of generations because the young 
people more and more seldom use their par-
ents’ experience, are sure of their uniqueness 
and selfhood, and look for other means of self-
determination and life affirmation. It is possi-
ble to check up causative-consecutive links in 
the current reality and see if these are deeply 
rooted values or situational responses to reality 
with help of sociological monitoring the lives of 
representatives of pedagogical dynasties. 
The potential of many other projects that 
were successfully realized and have not lost 
their significance may be used in the same 
manner. And then there will be no grounds to 
reproach the leader of either forgetting tradi-
tions or looking into the future with his head 
turned to the past. He will be undoubtedly 
modern in all senses of the word. 
The issue of the leadership potential of 
other subjects if interaction in higher pedagog-
ical education shall not include groups of uni-
versity lecturers and secondary school teachers 
as it needs special attention and detailed anal-
ysis. Firstly, because the postulate “educator 
must be educated himself” has never been 
challenged, and priority among the properties 
of a pedagogue has always been given to wis-
dom. Secondly, contemporary scientific and 
other discussions of the personality of such 
workers have reached unprecedented intensity 
of feeling which is accompanied by disciplinary 
decisions. Thirdly, it is they who have to re-
spond under completely new conditions by way 
of action before and faster than others – to be a 
kind of rescue persons. There are also other 
moments in the issue under consideration. 
So let us look at those to whom their learn-
ing, developing and upbringing intervention is 
directed, at the creative aspect of it. The scope 
of our attention includes pedagogical universi-
ty students, its graduates who are not only to 
possess leadership properties themselves but 
are expected to reveal and develop them in 
their pupils. 
We can judge about the specificity of these 
groups on the basis of numerous psycho-
pedagogical, socio-pedagogical, socio-
philosophical and sociological researches. 
Students studying profile programs as early 
as at bachelor’s level demonstrate special activi-
ty in live communicative practices such as vol-
untary activity, student construction brigade 
movement (where there are special pedagogical 
brigades), various debates, etc. They get to know 
the peculiarities of professional activity earlier 
than other students; they see its pros and cons, 
with the salient example of their tutors before 
their eyes. Regardless of the academic subject, 
these students try on the roles prescribed for 
pedagogue’s status via “participant observation” 
(as sociologists would say) of their teachers’ be-
havior; they take over behavioral models in rela-
tions with students, colleagues and the leader, 
and absorb both positive and negative experi-
ence. By the way, they shoot the latter one with 
their gadgets, make videos and upload them on 
the Internet for discussion. 
As a result of realization of the suggested 
programs even bachelors demonstrate the nec-
essary competences the main ones of which are 
creativity, critical thinking, communicative 
ability, authority in task completion, especially 
in practical activity. According to the opinion 
of pedagogues and representatives of adminis-
trative structures, their complex basically 
meets the requirements of the standard and is 
adequate to the needs of the regional labor 
market both in quantity and quality. 
The problem is that it does not always meet 
the requirements of the employer. Everyone 
knows that the contemporary school headmaster 
does not dream about “a grind holding diploma 
with distinction” but about a specialist capable of 
operating his knowledge and competences to 
solve standard and non-standard practical prob-
lems, and at the same time possessing good 
awareness in the modern world and a wide range 
and conceptuality of thinking. But in real prac-
tice, as our research shoed, he is more concrete 
and laconic: give me the one with such proper-
ties as corporate thinking, creativity, has work 
experience and high quality education. And if the 
graduate shows that he has the first three of 
them, he gets the desired job no matter what ed-
ucation institution he has graduated from. 
At present, sophistication of admission to 
professional activity is achieved via a final pro-
fessional aptitude test. This filter may lead to 
even greater disbalance between the graduate’s 
qualification characteristics and the employer’s 
requirements. There is no doubt what he will 
prefer: a good test result or the presence of ex-
perience in pedagogical profession. 
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The possibility of accumulating profes-
sional experience at the university is rather 
problematic. A considerable proportion of the 
full-time students and especially part-time 
students combine study with work, or work 
with study; more often than not this work is 
outside the professional sphere they study. 
This question is so important for employment 
that the current Minister of Education and Sci-
ence asked the employers in education not to 
use the experience criterion as an indication of 
the level of preparation of the applicant for 
specific labor the results of which are post-
poned and remote rather than situational. 
Can a young specialist, even trained along 
special leadership programs, who has demon-
strated the corresponding skills during his study, 
become a leader in professional activity and feel 
at ease while seeking a corresponding job? 
The issue of employment and professional 
mobility of future specialists is constantly in 
the focus of attention at the USPU. We collect 
information about the spheres of demand of 
graduates of various institutes and faculties, 
who have completed different educational pro-
grams, their real occupation and place of em-
ployment and position. We keep track of their 
career and realization of the leadership poten-
tial. The systemic nature of this university ac-
tivity yields real results in the graduates’ em-
ployment. Practically all graduates find suita-
ble jobs; not less than 60% of them work in the 
profile they have studied. But this does not 
mean that the risk of unemployment is in the 
past, and that the students have nothing to 
worry about in this respect. 
With this problem in view, special atten-
tion is paid to keeping in touch with the uni-
versity graduates, giving them a chance to take 
part in innovative university projects, master 
related professions and explore spheres of 
pedagogical activity, to have in-service training 
at their own site where interaction with profes-
sional pedagogical community is ensured. 
We had an opportunity to study in detail 
social potential of the master’s degree courses 
for students diversified in the level and profile 
of their previous training, motivations and 
work experience, if any [16, 17]. 
On completion of a two year study at aca-
demic, applied, research or universal master’s 
degree courses terminating in defense of a dis-
sertation, the graduate is entitled to work at 
school or higher education institution. A small 
proportion of them can continue education at 
faculties of training pedagogical staff of highest 
qualification (the former post-graduate cours-
es) where they will get the status of a highly 
qualified pedagogue or scientist if they defend 
now a candidate dissertation. 
Both statuses make it possible to use in the 
future the potential of professional and, if there 
is a chance, of administrative leadership and to 
become authoritative and influential. Not eve-
ryone will achieve it, and not all people are ea-
ger to become leaders due to various reasons. 
That is why realization of leadership programs 
(presidential, industrial, regional or university 
ones) does not presuppose embracing all stu-
dents. And the employer does not need a team 
consisting of leaders only. It would be enough 
for him if his employees have the properties 
which would allow them to play their personal 
part at the necessary moment and show situa-
tional leadership. 
In conclusion we would like to turn to a 
serious problem discussed at various level of 
debate not about variant of development but 
about general prospects of humanity in con-
nection with transition into a new era – from 
the information into the digital one. From the 
time of their discovery, computer-based tech-
nologies have gone a miraculous way from in-
novation to everyday utility, having changed 
the whole mode of life of the people. Digital 
technologies are discussed as facts that bring 
about changes in all spheres of life, beginning 
with economy. 
If in the past, we got information from an-
other person, today he is replaced by a comput-
er program which can do without that other 
person and provides the information we are 
looking for. The amount of information is great 
and it expands with such speed that the need of 
fast and high quality procession of a large mass 
of data (Bigdata technology) is becoming more 
and more urgent. The prophets say that in the 
future there will be not a single branch of indus-
try that will fail to employ digital technologies. 
Digital; economy has a special logistics 
chain: product movement from the manufac-
turer to consumer without mediators in the 
form of infrastructural industries, people and 
groups. The managers of contemporary ad-
vanced industries even now minimize the 
number of office workers, accountants, supply 
agents, etc. 
Could the pedagogical professions be de-
voured by new technologies – that is the ques-
tion: to be or not to be – here is a dilemma for 
us! The problem is made even more complex 
by the chances of robotization and cyborgiza-
tion of education. Modern universities answer 
this question optimistically, and train special-
ists in new pedagogical professions taking into 
account industrial specificity. As experts say, 
those professions are “devoured” that are 
based on membered operations with a clear cut 
algorithm. Such work is easily performed by 
robots, and artificial intelligence capable of 
performing simple intellectual tasks and opera-
tions is on the threshold. 
How can teaching be separated from brin-
ing up – a task with which even the popular on-
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line education cannot cope? No one challenges 
the priority of personality-centered paradigm in 
education, which is corroborated by the con-
temporary experience of its realization in the 
project-recursive education technology [2; 18]. 
When the teacher stops being a keeper and 
translator of information he is assigned new 
roles: instead of being simply a lecturer, he be-
comes a pedagogue-researcher, pedagogue-
iterator, pedagogue-guide, etc. Performing 
these behavioral models, he is not excluded 
from the process of interaction with real stu-
dents or pupils; he follows their progress, takes 
into account their opinions, wishes and evalua-
tions of their activity and corrects their further 
actions. 
Opening new vacancies for such profes-
sions which are on the borderline between IT 
and education, the modern employer no longer 
demands, apart from programming skills, such 
competences of interaction with the students as 
those which correlate with the competences of 
professional leadership. This is a typical feature 
of more futuristic professions such as online 
platform designer, topical editor of online les-
sons, school technology manager, coach at 
mixed (full-time and part-time) education insti-
tutions, experimental learning center teacher 
capable of giving interdisciplinary lessons with a 
bias towards robotic technology, etc. 
Their activity is targeted at a new genera-
tion of learners which has come to replace the 
generations of «Х», «Y», «Z» with new meth-
ods and speeds of getting information and 
formation of the personal world. It is hard to 
influence, especially to be prohibited some-
thing, but it is still possible to talk to them, try 
to persuade and help to evaluate situations, ac-
cumulate their resources, look for the methods 
and value of goal achievement. All this is not a 
figure of speech but a statement of a real fact in 
pedagogical education. 
The discussion of correlation between 
humanization and technologization of leader-
ship in pedagogical education, as well as in 
other “human” spheres of activity, did not aim 
to demonstrate the results achieved, and did 
not purport to solve the problems under con-
sideration. It is still incomplete, and we hope 
that it will be continued. 
But we are sure of the dichotomic nature 
of relationship between these two aspects of 
one process of education development, and 
this property guarantees its future due to their 
unity but not separation. 
The dilemma of pedagogical education is 
still present in the need to choose between love 
and non-love, interest and indifference, hu-
maneness and inhumaneness. 
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